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Ambassador’s House
Galle, South Coast, Sri Lanka
In the beginning was the word, and the word was Hulse ‐ Charles Hulse to be precise. Doyenne of
Galle's expatriates; novelist; real estate agent; interior designer and former exotic dancer, Charlie is
one of the Fort's not‐exactly‐ancient monuments, having recognized its manifest charms and moved in
back in the 1980s, long before anyone else had twigged.

So it was he who sourced The Ambassador's House for its current owner, pointing out that it was one
of the largest properties within the historic Fort's perimeters; and he too who imbued the interior
with more than a soupçon of intrigue, providing a fresh design that nodded to both colonial and
contemporary.
Once the residence of the diplomatic representative for Bangladesh (plus a bevy of assorted relatives),
this is a house tailor‐made for ambassadorial gatherings, with the front yard leading to a veranda, then
on into a series of rooms and courtyards that unfold with each step, just the sort of thing for consular‐
style socializing and perhaps a few whispered tête‐àtêtes in quiet corners.
What suited the diplomatic crowd segued perfectly into a gathering place for a sizeable group of
relatives, friends or a combination of the two. Curl up next to the library shelves, stretch out beside the
pool or on the terrace above, hunker down in front of the television, summon the tribes for a formal
meal in the dining room and then retire to one of the five bedrooms; enough to provide the backdrop
for a Feydeau farce. Ambassador's needs a goodly crowd to fill it, but its varying planes and variety of
rooms means that it could never really feel crowded. In fact, it would be perfectly possible to shut the
giant gates and never venture out, and simply submit to the tender ministrations of the staff.
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